Electronic prescribing reduces prescription errors in Sanglah General Hospital Denpasar
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Abstract

Background and purpose: Medication error is any preventable event that may lead to inappropriate medication use or patient harm. Prescription error, one component of medication error, at Sanglah General Hospital Denpasar is high. An electronic prescribing has been piloted at Angsoka Ward, Sanglah General Hospital Denpasar to reduce prescription errors. However, the evaluation of such implementation is never been conducted. This study aims to evaluate the effect of electronic prescribing on prescription errors at Sanglah General Hospital Denpasar.

Methods: An evaluation study was conducted by adopting pre and post control design at Sanglah General Hospital Denpasar. Prescription errors at Angsoka Ward where the electronic prescribing is implemented, were compared to Kamboja Ward that uses manual prescribing. Heterogeneity of patients in these two wards was comparable. Prescription samples were selected using a simple random sampling. Prescription samples prior to implementation of electronic prescribing were taken from June and July 2016, while samples after implementation were taken from March and April 2017. Prescription samples from the control group were also taken from the same periods. A total of 96 prescriptions were taken from each arm – leading to 384 prescription samples in total. Prescription error was evaluated using three requirements namely: administrative (9 components), pharmacy (5 components) and clinical (3 components).

Results: Our study found that there was a significant difference of prescription errors between pre and post implementation of electronic prescribing at Angsoka Ward (p<0.05). The median values (IQR) for prescription error based on administrative requirements between pre and post intervention were 2 [3] vs. 0 [0] (p<0.001); based on pharmacy requirements were 1 [2] vs. 0 [0] (p<0.001); based on clinical requirements were 1 [2] vs 0 [0] (p<0.001). In contrast, prescription error based on administrative and pharmacy requirements in Kamboja Ward was insignificantly reduced. The median values (IQR) for prescription error based on administrative requirements between pre and post intervention were 2 [2] vs 2 [2] (p=0.505) and based on pharmacy requirements were 1 [2] vs 1 [1] (p=0.295). There was a significant difference of prescription errors (p<0.05) based on clinical requirements with median values (IQR) of 1 [1] vs 1 [1]. Implementation of electronic prescribing reduced the proportion of prescription errors by 67.8%. After implementation of electronic prescribing, some errors were still apparent related to drug administration and order duplication.

Conclusions: Implementation of electronic prescribing reduces prescription errors. Scaling-up of electronic prescribing followed by training on standardised prescribing practices are warranted.
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INTRODUCTION

Medication is one aspect of patient safety standard, and it is vulnerable to errors or also called medication errors.1 National Coordinating Council for Medication Error Reporting and Prevention (NCC MERP) defined medication errors as “any preventable event that may cause or lead to inappropriate medication use or patient harm while the medication is in the control of the health care professional, patient, or consumer”.2

Medication errors could occur at three different levels – prescribing, dispensing, or administration. Several studies documented that medication error is quite common during the prescribing stage, which is also called prescription error. Studies suggested that the prevalence of prescription error is higher in Asian than European countries.3,4,5 A study conducted in tertiary hospitals in Bangladesh found the prevalence of prescription error during the study period (October – December 2011) was 44.86%.3 A study in tertiary heart hospitals in India also found that the prevalence of prescription error was 23.35% - which was the highest among all components of medication errors.4 Similarly, a prospective study involving 20 hospitals in England found that the total cases of prescription error was 11,235 out of 124,260 medication orders.5

Studies related to prescription error in Indonesia also reveal similar trend. A study in four major cities in Java Island namely Jakarta, Bandung, Yogyakarta, and Surabaya involving 16 pharmacists in Indonesia found that the majority of medication errors occurred during the prescribing stage. This study documented four types of prescription error which included: no information related to patient’s age (86%), no information on patient’s body weight (48.7%), inaccurate information on using
instructions (14.4%), and inaccurate information on dosing (7.4%). Another study conducted in public hospitals in Yogyakarta found the prevalence of prescription error was 99.12%. An analytic observational study in a public hospital in Bali Province revealed that the prevalence of prescription errors was 95.38%.

A study conducted in New York in 2009 found that electronic prescribing can reduce the incidence of prescription error due to several explanations: (1) the writing can be clearly understood, (2) potential drug allergy could be identified, and (3) potential drug interactions could also be recognised. Another study in the US also documented that electronic prescribing can improve efficiency of care as well as efficiency of the overall health financing.

A study in Brazil showed that the implementation of electronic prescribing reduced prescription errors from 18.2% to 8.2%. Similarly, a study conducted in England found that the proportion of prescription errors among electronic prescribing was lower than manual prescribing (8% vs. 15% respectively).

Prescription error is one out of several indicators for patient safety and is used to measure clinical quality of hospital services in Bali Province. The fact that the prevalence of prescription error is still high, it emerges as one key area for quality improvement and patient safety programs. A pilot project on electronic prescribing has been implemented at Angsoka In-patient Ward, Sanglah General Hospital since August 2016. However, an evaluation study in order to measure its effectiveness in reducing prescription errors has never been conducted until now. This study aims to compare prescription errors between electronic and manual prescribings at Sanglah General Hospital Denpasar.

METHODS

A pre-post control design study was conducted in Sanglah General Hospital Denpasar that included three research locations namely Angsoka In-Patient Ward, Kamboja In-patient Ward, and Pharmacy Instalation. Electronic prescribing was implemented at Angsoka Ward and it was used as the intervention group which consists of three wards – Angsoka 1, 2, and 3. Kamboja Ward was used as the control group because it still implements a manual prescribing. Characteristics of patients at Angsoka and Kamboja wards were comparable. These wards were used for patients from multi divisions: internal medicine, surgery, cardiology, ENT, and eye. Other wards in Sanglah Hospital are specific wards, for example children ward, geriatric ward, cardiology ward, infectious disease ward, or stroke centre. Therefore for the purpose of our study, only Angsoka and Kamboja wards were included.

The conventional prescribing implemented at Sanglah General Hospital uses a standard form called the drug request form. The form consists of all dates for a month and requested drugs are written down on a specific date by following a standardised prescribing method. On a single form, a maximum of three drugs can be requested. Patients may have more than one form if they require more than three drugs or if they hospitalised for a long period of time. Once the patients being discharged from the hospital, these forms were collected by Pharmacy Instalation of Sanglah General Hospital. Electronic prescribing has been implemented at Angsoka Ward since August 2016. This electronic prescribing system was generated by Information and Technology Instalation of the hospital. Patient’s identity and doctor’s identification were only required for the first prescription. The next prescriptions require only the patient’s medical record number. Electronic prescribing is done from the computer room at Angsoka Ward which directly connected to the pharmacy unit. Prescriptions will be reviewed by the pharmacy unit. However, this electronic prescribing cannot confirm the stock-out drugs as well as potential interactions of prescribed drugs. This electronic prescribing system has been informed to all doctors who work at Angsoka Ward.

Our study population was all prescriptions from Angsoka and Kamboja wards between 2016 and 2017. Samples for pre-intervention were collected from all prescriptions between June and July 2016 while samples for post-intervention were collected from all prescriptions between March and April 2017. All samples had to meet inclusion criteria of: (1) prescriptions from June - July 2016 from Angsoka Ward (503 prescriptions) and Kamboja Ward (117 prescriptions), (2) electronic prescriptions for all new patients at Angsoka Ward between March and April 2017 (1020 prescriptions), (3) prescriptions from March and April 2017 at Kamboja Ward (335 prescriptions). Our exclusion criteria were: (1) chemotherapy drugs because it uses specific form, (2) dispensable materials as it does not count as drugs, (3) medical equipment as it also does not count as drugs. Samples were selected using a simple random sampling technique with a total of 96 prescriptions for each group. In total we selected 384 prescriptions as our samples.

Data were collected from May until June 2017. Data were collected using a check list table on administrative, pharmacy, and clinical aspects of prescriptions. Several subvariables were modified based on medication form available at Sanglah General Hospital Denpasar. We excluded...
the registration number of doctors because all doctors working at Sanglah General Hospital went through credential processes as well as equipped by a medical license or a clinical assignment letter. Several aspects of the prescription were also not the focus of our study which included indication, contra-indication, and drug interactions.

Administrative requirements were assessed based on several indicators: patient’s name, medical record number, patient’s sex, patient’s body weight, doctor’s name, doctor’s signature, date of the prescription, and name of the ward. Pharmacy requirements were assessed based on five aspects which included name of the drug, dose, preparation, route of administration, and frequency of administration. Clinical requirements were assessed based on three elements which were diagnosis, order duplication (when different doctors order the same drugs for one patient), and drug allergy. We scored each component ‘0’ if it followed the standard and we scored it ‘1’ when it was absent from the prescription. Data were analysed using a Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test to examine the difference of prescription errors before and after the implementation of electronic prescribing for both wards. One way ANOVA test was also performed to examine the difference of prescription errors between electronic and conventional prescribing after the implementation. Our study protocol has been approved by the Human Research Ethics Committees Faculty of Medicine Udayana University and Sanglah General Hospital Denpasar.

RESULTS

Table 1 shows the characteristics of prescription error in Angsoka Ward and Kamboja Ward before and after the implementation of electronic prescribing. The proportion of prescription error at Angsoka Ward based on administrative requirements was reduced from 94.8% to 0% after the implementation of electronic prescribing. However, the proportion of prescription error at Kamboja Ward based on administrative requirements stayed the same from 92.7% to 95.8% between pre and post test measurements. From all elements of administrative requirements, the highest error at Angsoka Ward was found on the failure to record patient’s body weight (84.4%) but reduced to 0% after implementation of electronic prescribing. In Kamboja Ward we also found that the highest error was on the failure to record patient’s body weight (89.6% - pre) but increased to 93.8% at the post-test measurement.

Prescription error based on pharmacy requirements in Angsoka Ward before intervention was 75% but reduced to 21.9% after the intervention. While at Kamboja Ward, this proportion was slightly reduced from 72.9% to 67.7%. From all components of pharmacy requirements, we found the highest error in Angsoka Ward was on the failure to provide information on drug preparations. This was reduced from 58.3% to 0% after the implementation of electronic prescribing. However, after the intervention we observed an increased error on the failure to provide information on route of drugs administration from 7.3% to 21.9%. In Kamboja Ward the highest error was found on the failure to provide information on drug preparation. This was 64.6% at pre-test and was only slightly reduced to 56.3% at post-test.

Prescription error based on clinical requirements in Angsoka Ward was reduced from 72.9% to 15.6% after the implementation of electronic prescribing. In contrast, at Kamboja Ward we observed an increased from 65.6% to 87.5% after the intervention. From all components of clinical requirements, we found the highest error at Angsoka Ward was on the failure to provide information on drug allergy. This was reduced from 64.6% to 0% after the electronic prescribing. However, after the electronic prescribing, we observed an increased error on the order duplication from 15% to 15.6%. In Kamboja Ward, we identified that the highest error was on the failure to provide information on drug allergy. This increased from 63.5% (pre-test measurement) to 84.4% (post-test measurement).

Table 2 presents outcomes from the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test. It revealed that prescription error based on administrative, pharmacy, and clinical requirements after the intervention in Angsoka Ward was reduced significantly. The negative rank vs. positive rank values for prescription error based on administrative requirements were 46 vs. 0 with median values [IQR] between pre and post intervention were 2 [3] vs. 0 [0] (p<0.001); based on pharmacy requirements were 35.23 vs. 21.50 with median values [IQR] of 1 [2] vs. 0 [0] (p<0.001); based on clinical requirements were 32.92 vs. 19.50 with median values [IQR] of 1 [2] vs 0 [0] (p<0.001). In contrast, we found that prescription error based on administrative and pharmacy requirements in Kamboja Ward was insignificantly reduced. The negative rank vs. positive rank values for prescription error based on administrative requirements were 38.19 vs. 38.77 with median values [IQR] between pre and post test measurements were 2 [2] vs. 2 [2] (p=0.505); based on pharmacy requirements were 37.23 vs. 34.50 with median values [IQR] of 1 [2] vs. 1 [1] (p=0.295). We observed that prescription error based on clinical requirements at Kamboja Ward was reduced significantly. The negative rank vs. positive rank values for prescription error based on clinical requirements were
31.40 vs. 35.11 with median values [IQR] between pre and post test measurements were 1 [1] vs. 1 [1] (p=0.001).

Total prescription error at Angsoka Ward after the implementation of electronic prescribing was reduced significantly. The negative rank vs. positive rank values for prescription error were 47.5 vs 0 with median values [IQR] between pre and post intervention were 5 [3] vs. 0 [1] (p<0.001). In contrast, total prescription error at Kamboja Ward between pre-test and post-test measurements remained steady. The negative rank vs. positive rank values for prescription error at Kamboja Ward were 48.91 vs. 40.30 with median values [IQR] between pre and post test measurements were 4 [4] vs. 5 [3] (p=0.186).

A pairwise comparison test showed that electronic prescribing reduced the overall prescription error by 67.8% (R² 0.678; p≤ 0.001).

**DISCUSSION**

A standardised prescription must meet three requirements namely administrative, pharmacy,
and clinical. Our study revealed that prescription error based on administrative requirements at Angsoka Ward was reduced significantly from 47.5% to 0% after the implementation of electronic prescribing. On the contrary, prescription error based on administrative requirements at Kamboja Ward that uses manual prescribing remained high at 48.91% (pre test measurement) and 40.30% (post-test measurement). This can be explained that electronic prescribing system offers several practicalities for doctors in order to ensure the completeness of every prescription. All required fields must be filled by doctors. If any required fields was missed, the prescription will not be processed by the system.

Several studies have revealed that implementation of electronic prescribing system can reduce prescription error. A study in England found that electronic prescribing can reduce prescription error by 25%. A study in Indonesia has also documented that electronic prescribing system can reduce medication errors during the prescribing phase as well as reduce waiting time at the healthcare facilities. Other study in Indonesia discovered that electronic prescribing system can reduce the prevalence of prescription error – especially with regard to incomplete prescription and incomprehensible writing. This study also found that the actual utilisation of electronic prescribing system by health providers was determined by perceived benefits and convenience.

Even though electronic prescribing has been implemented in Angsoka Ward, Sanglah General Hospital Denpasar, prescription error based on pharmacy and clinical requirements is still apparent. Errors usually occurred during the data entry processes. The most common errors included the failure to provide information on route of drug administration as well as order duplication. Sanglah General Hospital Denpasar is a type ‘A’ education hospital as well as a national reference hospital. It manages complex cases where doctors in training also provide care for patients. This leads to lack of coordination between health providers resulting in order duplication. In addition, completing medical record is often time consuming – leading to lack of time to review treatment advices from other health professionals or specialists. Previous study suggested that implementation of electronic prescribing system is associated with several errors which included dosing, route of drug administration, and order duplication.

Our study found that prescription error based on administrative, pharmacy, and clinical requirements in Kamboja Ward was high. Previous study has documented that prescription error was caused by the lack of knowledge on drug management among health providers who directly involved in patient’s care. Other study conducted in Indonesia suggested that medication errors was commonly caused by prescription error especially related to incomplete information on drug preparations, dosing, and incomprehensible writing. A study conducted in Fortis Escorts New Delhi revealed that prescription error was mostly associated with administrative errors and incomprehensible writing of the doctors. Prescription error is a critical stage of treatments. Failure to recognise prescription error will lead to further medication errors that could harm the patients.

We only took our samples from two wards that have comparable patient characteristics. Doctor’s ID is not included in our study due to multiple rotations of doctors at our study locations. As a result, we cannot assess the effect of prescriber variation on the proportion of prescription error. However, this new electronic system has been informed to all health providers at the hospital. We assume that all health providers complied to this new electronic prescribing system standard and procedure.

**CONCLUSION**

Electronic prescribing system reduces the proportion of prescription error, even though some errors are still apparent due to data entry processes. Electronic prescribing system can be scaled-up followed by ongoing training to health providers regarding standardised prescribing practices.
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